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Good Night Hawaii explores the Pacific Ocean and humpback whales, coral reefs and colorful fish,

dolphins, sandy beaches, volcanoes, Hawaiian flowers, surfing, local foods, fire dancers, and more.

Aloha! This adorable and beautifully illustrated board book captures the hearts and souls of young

South Pacific readers as children explore all the magnificent sights this this tropical paradise has to

offer. This book is part of the bestselling Good Night Our World series, which includes hundreds of

titles exploring iconic locations and exciting, child-friendly themes.Many of North Americaâ€™s most

beloved regions are artfully celebrated in these board books designed to soothe children before

bedtime while instilling an early appreciation for North America's natural and cultural wonders. Each

book stars a multicultural group of people visiting the featured areaâ€™s attractions as rhythmic

language guides children through the passage of both a single day and the four seasons while

saluting the iconic aspects of each place.
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This does not follow the same sequence as the book "Good Night Moon" but rather progresses

through the day from aloha to good night. It's a great little book for children who have been to

Hawaii, are going to Hawaii, or as a gift from someone who has been to Hawaii and would liketo

share what they experienced in Hawaii

Another 'must have' for our Good Night Our World collection. My wife and I have been to Hawaii

twice; once for the honeymoon, and once for the 'babymoon'. Reading this book with our daughter

brings back many memories of the Islands. It's fun to tell her about the many things we did while

she was in her mother's belly! Colorful pictures maintain interest, 'hidden gems' for I Spy, teaches

our daughter some of the Aloha spirit. Fun book to read over and over!

My 2 year old loves reading this book which we bought before our trip to Hawaii. She loves pointing

out the different things in the pictures.

How delighted I am to find that such a clever idea for a bedtime book has been done with such

excellence. Distilling the essence of an entire state--from iconic locations to traditions to

language--is difficult to say the least, but the author and illustrator manage to do it with flying

colors.We just received our first two of these books yesterday, and I noticed that both follow a

natural rhythm through the day as well as through the state. The pages begin with phrases such as

"good morning, ____

I was thrilled to find Hawaii represented in this series of "Good Night" books. Our 18-month old

grandson has the Massachusetts book (where maternal grandparents live) and loves it. Now he has

one from Hawaii where we live. With the cost of airfare this book may be the only exposure he has

to Hawaii.

This book is so adorable! GreAt pictures about the Hawaiian culture. I grew up on "Mother Nene

Goose" poems and this story brought some memories back. Gave this as a gift to my 3 year old

nephew and I know his mother reads it to him every night!



Good Night Hawaii is one of a series of "good night" books that are each set in a different of

location. The content addresses the most relevant sights in Hawaii. It is a perfect introduction to

Hawaii for very young children. The art work is colorful and clearly depicts the information on each

page. The book is simple in format yet provides many opportunities to discuss Hawaii. The

language of the book takes you through the day from morning to night.

I bought 3 of these books for baby gifts. Shipping was quick, came earlier than the expected

delivery date! the book itself is smaller in size that I thought it would be, but it is thick, hard

cardboard pages, easy for little ones to help turn the pages and the illustrations are bright and

colorful. I would definitely recommend this to a friend.
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